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Abstract: In this study we investigate the phenomenological viability of the Y = 0 Triplet
Extended Supersymmetric Standard Model (TESSM) by comparing its predictions with
the current Higgs data from ATLAS, CMS, and Tevatron, as well as the measured value of
the Bs → Xsγ branching ratio. We scan numerically the parameter space for data points
generating the measured particle mass spectrum and also satisfying current direct search
constraints on new particles. We require all the couplings to be perturbative up to the
scale ΛUV = 10
4 TeV, by running them with newly calculated two loop beta functions,
and find that TESSM retains perturbativity as long as λ, the triplet coupling to the two
Higgs doublets, is smaller than 1.34 in absolute value. For |λ| ∼> 0.8 we show that the
fine-tuning associated to each viable data point can be greatly reduced as compared to
values attainable in MSSM. We also find that for perturbatively viable data points it is
possible to obtain either enhancement or suppression in h → γγ decay rate depending
mostly on the relative sign between M2 and µD. Finally, we perform a fit by taking into
account 58 Higgs physics observables along with Br(Bs → Xsγ), for which we calculate the
NLO prediction within TESSM. We find that, although naturality prefers a large |λ|, the
experimental data disfavors it compared to the small |λ| region, because of the low energy
observable Br(Bs → Xsγ). We notice, though, that this situation might change with the
second run of LHC at 14 TeV, in case the ATLAS or CMS results confirm, with smaller
uncertainty, a large enhancement in the Higgs decay channel to diphoton, given that this
scenario strongly favours a large value of |λ|.
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1. Introduction
The discovery of the Higgs boson with a mass around 126 GeV, which has been reported
by the CMS and ATLAS collaborations [1, 2], opens up a new era in understanding the
origins of the electroweak (EW) symmetry breaking. However, questions regarding the
theory behind the observed spin 0 particle still need to be addressed. Even though the
recent experimental results obtained in the ZZ [3, 4], WW [5, 6], bb¯ [7, 8], ττ [9, 10], and
γγ [11, 12] decay channels are compatible with the Standard Model (SM), there is still
room for theories beyond the SM that can accommodate more than one Higgs boson with
a non-standard Higgs structure. These models are motivated by the problems in the SM
such as the naturalness of the Higgs mass and lack of a dark matter candidate.
Supersymmetric models remain among the best motivated extensions of the SM. The
Constrained Minimal Supersymmetric Standard Model (CMSSM) [13] is a well studied
model with a minimal set of parameters and a dark matter candidate. Recent studies [14,15]
have shown that, within CMSSM, it is difficult to generate a Higgs boson with mass around
126 GeV consistent with all experimental constraints from colliders as well as with the
observed dark matter relic abundance and muon anomalous magnetic moment. Indeed
the measured Higgs boson mass can be achieved only for large values of the CMSSM
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dimensional parameters, m0 and m1/2. The experimentally viable regions of parameter
space result in a multi-TeV sparticle spectrum that generates a fine-tuning < 0.1% [16].
In general MSSM the desired Higgs mass can be achieved with the help of radiative
corrections for a large mixing parameter, At, which in turn generates a large splitting
between the two physical stops [17], and/or large stop soft squared masses. It was shown
in [18] that MSSM parameter regions allowed by the experimental data require tuning
smaller than 1%, depending on the definition of fine-tuning. Such a serious fine-tuning can
be alleviated by having additional tree-level contributions to the Higgs mass, given that
in MSSM the tree-level lightest Higgs is restricted to be lighter than mZ , so that sizable
quantum corrections are no longer required. In order to have additional contributions to
the tree-level lightest Higgs mass, one can extend the MSSM field content by adding a
singlet [19] and/or a triplet [20–27] chiral superfield(s).
Another advantage of singlet and triplet extensions of MSSM concerns CP symme-
try breaking. Any softly broken low energy supersymmetric theory provides general soft
breaking terms with complex phases which are necessary to explain the baryon asymmetry
of the universe along with the CKM matrix of the SM [28]. However, such explicit CP vio-
lation scenarios can lead to overproduction of CP violation that is stringently constrained
by electric dipole moments (EDMs) [29]. This overproduction problem can be naturally
evaded by breaking CP symmetry spontaneously. In the case of MSSM, spontaneous CP-
violation is not feasible even at higher orders because of the existing experimental bounds
on the Higgs masses [30]. The spontaneous CP violation can be achieved in the extended
models with new singlet [31] or triplet superfield(s) [32].
In light of fine-tuning considerations as well as the motivation of having spontaneous
CP violation, here we consider the Triplet Extended Supersymmetric Standard Model
(TESSM) [20, 21]. The model we consider here possesses a Y = 0 SU(2) triplet chiral
superfield along with the MSSM field content, where the extended Higgs sector generates
additional tree-level contributions to the light Higgs mass and moreover may enhance the
light Higgs decay rate to diphoton [22,33–35].
To assess the viability of TESSM for the current experimental data, we perform a
goodness of fit analysis, by using the results from ATLAS, CMS, and Tevatron on Higgs
decays to ZZ,WW, γγ, ττ, bb¯, as well as the measured Bs → Xsγ branching ratio, for a
total of 59 observables. Several similar fits have been performed for MSSM [36–39] and
for NMSSM [40, 41], but to the best of our knowledge no such goodness of fit analysis of
TESSM is present in the literature. As free parameters we use Higgs coupling coefficients
associated with each SM field, as well as two extra parameters that take into account the
contribution of the non-SM charged and coloured particles of TESSM to the loop induced
Higgs decays to diphoton and digluon, respectively. As explained later in the text, in the
viable region of the TESSM parameter space the W and Z bosons have a SM-like coupling
to the light Higgs, and, in the same region, the upper and lower components of EW SM
fermion doublets have coupling coefficients which are ultimately functions only of tanβ, the
ratio between the vacuum expectation value(s) (vev) of the up and down Higgs doublets.
The total number of free parameters of TESSM for the fit we perform is therefore reduced
to just three, plus one to fit the Br(Bs → Xsγ) data.
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An important result of the fit is that, for viable data points in the TESSM parameter
space, we observe not only an enhancement of the Higgs decay to diphoton, as previously
observed in [22, 34, 35, 42], but also a suppression of the same decay rate. This is due to
the fact that we scan also negative values of mass and coupling parameters, for which the
light chargino mass and its coupling to the light Higgs can have the same sign. This, as
it is the case for the top quark, produces a destructive interference between the W and
triplino-like chargino contributions to the Higgs decay to diphoton.
In this article we also consider the low energy observable Br(Bs → Xsγ) to constrain
the model and improve the relevance of the fit we perform. In general, the B meson
observables, e.g. Br(Bs → Xsγ) and Br(Bs → µ+µ−), are used to set constraints on the
parameter space of the theories beyond the SM. It has been shown that, for low values of
tanβ, the flavour bounds obtained from Br(Bs → Xsγ) are relevant, while the constraints
from Br(Bs → µ+µ−) play a decisive role only for tanβ ∼> 10 [43]. As we focus on the
low tanβ region (<∼10), given that the contribution of the triplet field to the Higgs mass
grows as sin 2β, we study here only Br(Bs → Xsγ). In [33] we already considered this
constraint in the context of the lightest charged Higgs and the lightest chargino as they
dominantly contribute to the decay. Here we have improved our analysis by considering the
contributions from all charged Higgses and charginos at next to the leading order (NLO).
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In the next Section, we give a brief
description of the model. In Section 3 we discuss the minimum of the TESSM scalar
potential which leads to an extra contribution to the tree level lightest Higgs mass. In
the same Section we describe the method we use to evaluate numerically the radiative
corrections and find data points with a Higgs mass around 126 GeV that satisfy the current
direct search limits on new particles. Section 4 is devoted to the discussion on the fine-
tuning associated to viable data points in TESSM. By running the dimensionless couplings
with two loops beta functions, we show that there is a tension between the requirement of
perturbativity at high scales and the possibility to reduce the amount fine-tuning typical
for MSSM. In Section 5 we consider the Higgs decay modes, especially Higgs decay to two
photons for which our results partially differ from the ones obtained previously. In Section 6
we present the results of the calculation of Br(Bs → Xsγ) at NLO in TESSM. Section 7
is dedicated to the goodness of fit analysis of TESSM considering different experimental
constraints from LHC and Tevatron along with Br(Bs → Xsγ). In Section 8 we finally
offer our conclusions.
2. The Model
The field content of TESSM is the same as that of the MSSM with an additional field in
the adjoint of SU(2)L, the triplet chiral superfield Tˆ , with zero hypercharge (Y = 0), where
the scalar component T can be written as
T =
(
1√
2
T 0 T+
T− − 1√
2
T 0
)
. (2.1)
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The renormalizable superpontential of TESSM includes only two extra terms as compared
to MSSM, given that the cubic triplet term is zero:
WTESSM = µTTr(Tˆ Tˆ ) +µDHˆd·Hˆu + λHˆd·Tˆ Hˆu + ytUˆHˆu·Qˆ− ybDˆHˆd·Qˆ− yτ EˆHˆd·Lˆ , (2.2)
where ”·” represents a contraction with the Levi-Civita symbol ij , with 12 = −1, and a
hatted letter denotes the corresponding superfield. Note that the triplet field couples to the
Higgs doublets through the coupling λ. The soft terms corresponding to the superpotential
above and the additional soft masses can be written similarly1 as
VS =
[
µTBTTr(TT ) + µDBDHd ·Hu + λATHd ·THu + ytAtt˜∗RHu ·Q˜L + h.c.
]
+m2TTr(T
†T ) +m2Hu |Hu|2 +m2Hd |Hd|2 + . . . , (2.3)
where we have included only the top squark cubic term, among those in common with
MSSM2, and wrote explicitly the squared soft mass terms only for the three scalar fields
with neutral components. In the following we assume all the coefficients in the Higgs sector
to be real, as to conserve CP symmetry. We moreover choose real vevs for the scalar neutral
components, so as to break correctly EW symmetry SU(2)L× U(1)Y :
〈T 0〉 = vT√
2
, 〈H0u〉 =
vu√
2
, 〈H0d〉 =
vd√
2
, (2.4)
which generate the EW gauge bosons masses
m2W =
1
4
g2L
(
v2 + 4v2T
)
, m2Z =
1
4
(
g2Y + g
2
L
)
v2 , v2 = v2u + v
2
d . (2.5)
From these masses we find that there is a non-zero tree-level contribution to the EW αeT
parameter [44,45]:
αeT =
δm2W
m2W
=
4v2T
v2
, (2.6)
with αe being the fine structure constant. The measured value of the Fermi coupling GF
and the upper bound on the EW parameter T (αeT ≤ 0.2 at 95% CL) [46] then impose
v2w = v
2 + 4v2T = (246 GeV)
2 , vT ∼< 5 GeV . (2.7)
Such a small value of the triplet vev evidently does not allow the triplet extension to solve
the MSSM µ problem. Thus, the µD term is defined separately in the superpotential Eq.
(2.2). Given that the triplet vev can still generate small differences in the light Higgs
couplings to SM particles as compared to MSSM, throughout this paper we take a small
but non-zero fixed value for vT :
vT = 3
√
2 GeV . (2.8)
Having defined a viable EW symmetry breaking minimum, in the next Section we proceed
to determine the mass spectrum of TESSM.
1We use the common notation using a tilde to denote the scalar components of superfields having a SM
fermion component.
2The neglected cubic terms are not necessary for phenomenological viability in the analysis we perform
in this work.
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3. Higgs Mass & Direct Search Constraints
After EW symmetry breaking, the stability conditions for the full potential are defined by
∂aiV |vev = 0 , V = VD + VF + VS , 〈ai〉 = vi , i = u, d, T ;
H0u ≡
1√
2
(au + ibu) , H
0
d ≡
1√
2
(ad + ibd) , T
0 ≡ 1√
2
(aT + ibT ) , (3.1)
where VD and VF are the D and F terms of the potential, respectively, while VS is given in
Eq. (2.3), and ai and bi are both real. The conditions above allow one to determine three
of the Lagrangian free parameters:
m2Hu = −µ2D −
g2Y + g
2
L
8
(
v2u − v2d
)
+BDµD
vd
vu
− λ
2
4
(
v2d + v
2
T
)
+ λ
(
µD −
(
AT
2
+ µT
)
vd
vu
)
vT ,
m2Hd = −µ2D +
g2Y + g
2
L
8
(
v2u − v2d
)
+BDµD
vu
vd
− λ
2
4
(
v2u + v
2
T
)
+ λ
(
µD −
(
AT
2
+ µT
)
vu
vd
)
vT ,
m2T = −
λ2
4
(
v2d + v
2
u
)− 2µT (BT + 2µT ) + λ(µD v2d + v2u
2vT
−
(
AT
2
+ µT
)
vdvu
vT
)
. (3.2)
A simple condition that the remaining parameters have to satisfy for successful EW sym-
metry breaking is obtained by requiring the trivial vacuum at the origin to be unstable.
By taking all the vevs to be zero, the requirement that one of the eigenvalues of M2h0 , the
neutral scalar squared mass matrix given in Eq. (A.1), be negative, gives the condition
B2D > µ
2
D
(
m2Hd
µ2D
+ 1
)(
m2Hu
µ2D
+ 1
)
. (3.3)
When the condition above is satisfied, one can derive an important bound on the mass of
the lightest neutral Higgs: given that the smallest eigenvalue of a 3× 3 Hermitian positive
definite matrix, in this case M2h0 , cannot be greater than the smaller eigenvalue of either
of the 2× 2 submatrices on the diagonal, in the limit of large BD one obtains [20,21]
m2h01
≤ m2Z
(
cos 2β +
λ2
g2Y + g
2
L
sin 2β
)
, tanβ =
vu
vd
. (3.4)
The result in Eq. (3.4) shows the main advantage and motivation of TESSM over MSSM:
for tanβ close to one and a large λ coupling it is in principle possible in TESSM to generate
the experimentally measured light Higgs mass already at tree-level [22], which would imply
no or negligible Fine-Tuning (FT) of the model. Indeed λ ∼ 1 and tanβ ∼ 1 already
saturate the bound in Eq. (3.4). Such large value of λ in general grows nonperturbative
at the GUT scale, and therefore also for TESSM, like for MSSM, radiative corrections are
necessary to generate a light Higgs mass equal to 125.5 GeV [47,48].
3.1 One Loop Potential
The one loop contribution to the scalar masses is obtained from the Coleman-Weinberg
potential [49], given by
VCW =
1
64pi2
STr
[
M4
(
log
M2
µ2r
− 3
2
)]
, (3.5)
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whereM2 are field-dependent mass matrices in which the fields are not replaced with their
vevs nor the soft masses with their expressions at the EW vacuum, µr is the renormalization
scale, and the supertrace includes a factor of (−1)2J(2J + 1), with the spin degrees of
freedom appropriately summed over. The corresponding one loop contribution to the
neutral scalar mass matrix, ∆M2h0 , is given by [22,50]
(∆M2h0)ij =
∂2VCW(a)
∂ai∂aj
∣∣∣∣
vev
− δij〈ai〉
∂VCW(a)
∂ai
∣∣∣∣
vev
(3.6)
=
∑
k
1
32pi2
∂m2k
∂ai
∂m2k
∂aj
ln
m2k
µ2r
∣∣∣∣
vev
+
∑
k
1
32pi2
m2k
∂2m2k
∂ai∂aj
(
ln
m2k
µ2r
− 1
)∣∣∣∣
vev
−
∑
k
1
32pi2
m2k
δij
〈ai〉
∂m2k
∂ai
(
ln
m2k
µ2r
− 1
)∣∣∣∣
vev
, i, j = u, d, T ; (3.7)
where the second term in Eq. (3.6) takes into account the shift in the minimization condi-
tions, and {m2k} is the set of eigenvalues of the field dependent mass matrices, which for
the reader’s convenience are given in the Appendix A. Though the supertrace expressions
are dropped in Eq.(3.7) for simplicity, the proper coefficient for each mass eigenvalue is
taken into account in the calculation. Given that we include terms mixing the gauginos
and higgsinos in the neutralino mass matrix, the mass matrices that enter Eq.(3.7) through
their eigenvalues can be as large as 5× 5: to simplify the task of finding the one loop mass
of the neutral scalars, we evaluate the derivatives in Eq. (3.7) numerically at randomly
assigned values for the independent parameters and for finite, though small, differentials
∆ai around their respective vevs vu, vd, vT , at a renormalization scale µr = mZ . For each
randomly chosen point in the TESSM parameter space we check that, by changing the size
of ∆ai relative to vi, the values of the neutral scalar masses are stable within a 0.1% error
or less.
To evaluate the phenomenological viability of TESSM we proceed by scanning ran-
domly the parameter space for points that give the correct light Higgs mass while satisfying
the constraints from direct searches of non-SM particles. The region of parameter space
that we scan is defined by:
1 ≤ tβ ≤ 10 , 5 GeV ≤ |µD, µT | ≤ 2 TeV , 50 GeV ≤ |M1,M2| ≤ 1 TeV ,
|At, AT , BD, BT | ≤ 2 TeV , 500 GeV ≤ mQ,mt˜,mb˜ ≤ 2 TeV , (3.8)
with the last three being, respectively, the left- and right-handed squark squared soft
masses. The value of λ at each random point in the parameter space is determined by
matching the lightest Higgs mass at one loop to 125.5 GeV: the matching is achieved by
an iterative process that starts by assigning an initial random value |λ| ≤ 2 to calculate
the one loop contribution to the lightest Higgs mass m2
h01
, solving for the value of λ in the
tree level contribution needed to match the measured light Higgs mass, using this value of
λ in place of the initial random value to calculate m2
h01
, and repeating the process until λ
remains constant after the next iteration. We imposed no constraint on the sign of λ. The
remaining free parameters of TESSM are of little relevance for the observables we consider
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in the rest of this paper (Higgs production and decay rates and Bs → Xsγ branching
ratio), and can therefore be considered to be fixed to values consistent with the current
experimental limits on new physics. Having implemented the setup outlined above, we scan
randomly the parameter space defined in Eq. (3.8) and collect 13347 points that satisfy
the constraints
mh01 = 125.5± 0.1 GeV ; mA1,2 , mχ01,2,3,4,5 ≥ 65 GeV ;
mh01,2 ,mh±1,2,3
,mχ±1,2,3
≥ 100 GeV ; mt˜1,2 ,mb˜1,2 ≥ 650 GeV . (3.9)
The experimental bounds [46] on the mass of pseudoscalars and neutralinos are actually less
tight than the ones above, but we prefer to avoid in this general study the phenomenological
complicacies of invisible decays of the light Higgs, which are though relevant for dark
matter [42]. In Section 4 we impose additional, coupling dependent constraints on the
heavy neutral Higgses. Before doing that, in the next Section we take up the task of
studying the running of the coupling constants at high energy, and require that those
couplings stay perturbative all the way up to ΛUV, a UV scale suitable for TESSM. This
requirement, in turn, imposes a limit on the minimum amount of FT that TESSM can
achieve.
4. Perturbativity vs Fine-Tuning
In the parameter space scan we allow λ to take up absolute values larger than 1, given
that these generate a light Higgs mass that can easily match 125.5 GeV already at tree-
level. Such large couplings, though, can easily diverge to infinity at high scales, making
the perturbative treatment of the model inconsistent. We therefore calculate the two
loop beta functions for the dimensionless couplings of the superpotential and the gauge
couplings (yt, yb, yτ , λ, g3, g2 = gL, g1 =
√
5/6 gY ), for the first time for TESSM, and run
each coupling from the renormalization scale µr = mZ to the GUT scale, ΛGUT = 2× 1016
GeV. Our results for two loop beta functions are presented in Appendix B.
For phenomenologically viable points, yt and λ are the largest couplings at the MZ
scale. It is important to notice that the one and two loop contributions to yt and λ in
general have numerically opposite signs close to the nonperturbative limit, so it happens
that rather than diverging to infinity the couplings reach a fixed point somewhere above
2pi. Given that this fixed point is an artifact of the truncated perturbative series arising
close to the non-perturbative limit, we discard viable points for which any of the couplings
reaches a value larger than 2pi at ΛGUT. Because of the cancellation among the 1-loop
and 2-loops contributions, λ becomes non-perturbative at a value slightly larger than the
corresponding value obtained with the one loop beta functions. Among the 13347 viable
points collected with the random scan described in the previous section, only 7332, or
about half, retain perturbativity at the GUT scale. Among these points, the maximum
value of |λ| is 0.85 (0.84 at one loop). Given that most of the viable perturbative points
feature a value of |λ| which is fairly smaller than 0.85, it is important to assess the amount
of FT of TESSM at each of these points, and whether this represents an improvement over
MSSM.
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A simple estimate of FT in supersymmetry (SUSY) is given by the logarithmic deriva-
tive of the EW vev vw with respect to the logarithm of a given model parameter µp [51,52]:
this represents the change of vw for a 100% change in the given parameter, as defined
below:
FT ≡ ∂ log v
2
w
∂ logµ2p (Λ)
, µ2p (Λ) = µ
2
p (MZ) +
βµ2p
16pi2
log
(
Λ
MZ
)
, βµ2p = 16pi
2
dµ2p
dlogQ
, (4.1)
where in parenthesis is the renormalisation scale of µp. In MSSM vw shows its strongest
dependence on m2Hu , which therefore produces also the largest value of FT: this is under-
standable given that the physical light Higgs is mostly of up type. The value of FT in
m2Hu , which we calculate by deriving the one loop beta function of m
2
Hu
, indeed happens
to be largest in TESSM as well 3:
FT =
log (Λ/MZ)
16pi∂v2wm
2
Hu
(
6y2tA
2
t + 3λ
2A2T + 3λ
2m2Hd + 3λ
2m2T + 3λ
2m2Hu − 2g2YM21 − 6g2LM22 (4.2)
+ 6m2Qy
2
t + 6m
2
t˜
y2t + 6m
2
Huy
2
t + g
2
Y
(
3m2
b˜
−m2Hd − 3m2L + 3m2Q − 6m2t˜ +m2Hu + 3m2τ˜
))
,
where the derivative in the denominator acts on the expression of m2Hu , Eqs. (3.2). In Fig. 1
we present the value of FT evaluated at ΛGUT, where in blue are the perturbative points,
for which no dimensionless coupling exceeds 2pi in absolute value, in yellow are 102 points
that are non-perturbative only at one loop, while in red are the nonperturbative points,
as determined by the same criterium: it is clear that while values of λ(MZ) ∼ 1 indeed
produce smaller FT, these large values also drive TESSM into a non-perturbative regime.
Noticeably, for λ values larger than 1 the tree-level mass of the light Higgs easily exceeds
125.5 GeV, in which case a large quantum correction, which drives up FT, is actually
necessary to cancel the excess in mass. It is important to point out that when λ ∼< 0.2 it
is possible to obtain small FT as long as tβ is large.
Figure 1: FT as a function of the triplet coupling λ: in (red) blue are the (non-perturbative)
perturbative points, for which (some) no coupling exceeds 2pi at ΛGUT = 2 × 1016 GeV. In yellow
are the points which are perturbative for the two loop but not for the one loop beta functions.
For λ(MZ) ∼ 1, the coupling remains perturbative up to scales much higher than the
one of O(TeV) tested at LHC. Taking a cutoff scale as high as the GUT scale is indeed
3The expression for the FT in m2Hd becomes non-analytical at λ ∼ 0.5, where there is a pole: excluding
the vicinity of this point, for which FT is ill-defined, the largest values of FT indeed are associated to m2Hu .
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less justifiable for TESSM than for MSSM, given that the triplet in the particle content
spoils the unification of the gauge couplings at ΛGUT. Moreover, possible UV completions
that generate spontaneous SUSY breaking in TESSM might well also alter the running
of λ. Given these reasons, in the following analysis we choose a less restrictive cutoff
scale, ΛUV = 10
4 TeV, which is approximately the highest scale tested experimentally
through flavor observables [46]. Among the 13347 scanned viable data points, 11244 retain
perturbativity at ΛUV, featuring |λ| ≤ 1.34. In Fig. 2 we plot the FT associated to each of
these viable points in function of tanβ, with a colour code showing the corresponding value
of |λ|. Values of tanβ close to 1 can be reached only for large values of |λ| (greater than
about 0.8) where the corresponding FT can be considerably smaller than for small values
of |λ|, naively associated to MSSM-like phenomenology. In the same large |λ| region, many
data points suffer from large FT because mh01 at tree-level is actually much larger than
125.5 GeV, and so a large quantum correction is needed to achieve the right light Higgs
mass value. For smaller values of |λ| (greater than about 0.5), small tanβ solutions also
exist in a few cases but they lead to large FT. This is understandable because either |λ| is
large enough to generate most of the 125.5 GeV light Higgs mass at tree-level, or the stops
need to be very heavy to compensate the smallness of tanβ, which in turn increases FT.
Figure 2: FT as a function of tanβ: the region of small tanβ and small FT is accessible only for
values of λ > 0.8.
This pattern is shown in Fig. 3, where FT is plotted both as a function of the heavier
stop mass and of At. It is interesting to notice that the viable region of small |At| and small
FT, like that of small tanβ, is accessible only for large values of |λ|, greater than about
0.8, where mt˜2 could be large. For small values of |λ|, |At| needs to be large to generate
the measured mh01 .
In the next Section we define the couplings relevant for light Higgs physics at LHC in
terms of a set of coupling coefficients and SM-like couplings, and introduce an additional
coupling coefficient of the heavy Higgses necessary to rescale the direct search constraint
on the mass of a heavy SM Higgs. Equipped with these tools we then perform a goodness
of fit analysis using the current experimental data.
5. Higgs Physics at LHC
Among the light Higgs production and decay channels, the only processes for which the
– 9 –
Figure 3: FT as a function, respectively, of the heavier stop mass mt˜2 (left panel) and the cubic
stop coupling At (right panel). Interestingly, for values of |λ| > 0.8 it often happens that the
tree-level light Higgs mass exceeds by a large amount 125.5 GeV, in which case another large but
negative stop contribution, which generates a large FT, is required for viability. We also notice that
the region of small |At| is viable exclusively for values of |λ| > 0.8, therefore opening up a region
unaccessible to MSSM.
non-SM particles become relevant are the gluon-gluon fusion and the decay to γγ. The total
contribution of non-SM particles to these loop-induced processes can be simply accounted
for in the effective Lagrangian by adding a coloured and a charged scalar, respectively
labeled Σ and S, with masses much larger than 125.5 GeV. The couplings of these scalars
and of the SM particles to the light Higgs can be expressed by rescaling the corresponding
SM-like coupling by a coefficient. The light Higgs linear coupling terms that mimic the
TESSM contributions to Higgs physics at LHC can therefore be written as4
Leff = aW 2m
2
W
vw
hW+µ W
−µ + aZ
m2Z
vw
hZµZ
µ −
∑
ψ=t,b,τ
aψ
mψ
vw
hψ¯ψ
−aΣ 2m
2
Σ
vw
hΣ∗Σ− aS 2m
2
S
vw
hS+S−. (5.1)
The experimental results are expressed in terms of the signal strengths, defined as
µˆij =
σtotBrij
σSMtot Br
SM
ij
, σtot =
∑
Ω=h,qqh,...
ΩσΩ , (5.2)
where Brij is the light Higgs branching ratio into the ij particles, σΩ the production cross
section of the given final state Ω, and Ω is the corresponding efficiency, which for inclusive
searches is equal to 1. The production cross sections and decay rates for tree-level processes
in TESSM are straightforwardly derived from Eqs. (5.1, 5.2) by rescaling the corresponding
SM result with the squared coupling coefficient of the final particles being produced. For
loop induced processes the calculation is more involved. By using the formulas given in [54]
we can write5
Γh→γγ =
α2em
3
h
256pi3v2w
∣∣∣∣∣∑
i
Nie
2
i aiFi
∣∣∣∣∣
2
, (5.3)
4A similar parametrization of non-SM particles contributions to loop processes has been used in [53].
5In the Eqs. (5.3, 5.8) we drop all the labels of h given that these formulas apply generically to any
SM-like Higgs particle.
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where the index i is summed over the SM charged particles plus S±, Ni is the number of
colours, ei the electric charge in units of the electron charge, and the factors Fi are defined
by
FW = [2 + 3τW + 3τW (2− τW ) f(τW )] ;
Fψ = −2τψ [1 + (1− τψ) f(τψ)] , ψ = t, b, τ, c ;
FS = τS [1− τSf(τS)] , τi = 4m
2
i
m2h
, (5.4)
with
f(τi) =

arcsin2
√
1/τi τi ≥ 1
−1
4
[
log
1 +
√
1− τi
1−√1− τi
− ipi
]2
τi < 1
. (5.5)
In the limit of heavy S±, one finds
FS = −1
3
. (5.6)
We account for the contribution to Higgs decays to diphoton of the charged non-SM par-
ticles in TESSM by defining
aS ≡ −3
 3∑
i
(
Fh±i
+ Fχ±i
)
+
2∑
j
(
4
3
Ft˜j +
1
3
Fb˜j
) , (5.7)
where the functions F for scalars and fermions are given by Eqs. (5.4) after proper rela-
belling. Similarly to the two photon decay, the light Higgs decay rate to two gluons is given
by
Γh→gg =
α2sm
3
h
128pi3v2w
∣∣∣∣∣∑
i
aiFi
∣∣∣∣∣
2
, i = t, b, c,Σ , (5.8)
where the functions F are given by Eqs. (5.4) with proper relabelling. An overall factor
accounting for the next to leading order QCD contributions [55] is independent of the cou-
pling coefficients in Eq. (5.1), and so it cancels out in the corresponding ratio of branching
ratios in Eq. (5.2). Similarly to the coupling coefficient aS , to account for the contribution
of non-SM particles of TESSM to the light Higgs decay into two gluons, we define aΣ as
aΣ ≡ −3
2∑
j=1
(
Ft˜j + Fb˜j
)
. (5.9)
To rescale the lower limit on the mass of the heavy neutral Higgs we calculate also a′g, the
ratio of the TESSM decay rate, of h02 to a gluon pair, to that of a SM-like Higgs of mass
mh02 ,
a′g ≡
Γh02→gg
ΓSMh→gg
. (5.10)
This is still determined by Eqs. (5.8, 5.9), evaluated for the coupling coefficients and mass
of h02, rather than h
0
1, and then divided by the corresponding SM result. The most stringent
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limit on the mass of a heavy SM-like Higgs, mh0 > 770 GeV, comes from the gluon-gluon
fusion Higgs production, subsequently decaying to ZZ [56]. Assuming h02 to decay on-shell
and to be much heavier than twice the W mass, the production rate by gluon-gluon fusion
scales like the inverse of the Higgs squared mass, with a branching ratio to vector bosons
greater than 0.8 for a SM-like Higgs [55]. Making the further assumption, for simplicity,
that the same branching ratio for h02 is unitary, which makes the constraint clearly more
stringent, we impose
a′g
(770 GeV)2
m2
h02
< 0.8 . (5.11)
We evaluate Eq. (5.11) for each viable data point, and find it to hold for 10957 out of the
11244 viable data points that already satisfy perturbativity constraints. At each of these
remaining viable points we then evaluate Eq. (5.3), making sure that the fermion mass
parameter of each mass eigenstate appears with a negative sign in the Lagrangian, given
that this is the convention we use in deriving Eq. (5.3) [54], and if that is not the case,
we apply a phase rotation to the corresponding fermionic mass eigenstate to flip the sign
of its mass operator. In Fig. 4 we show the value of the Higgs decay rate to diphoton
for TESSM relative to the SM one, as a function of sign (µD) ×M2, the soft wino mass
parameter times the sign of the superpotential doublet mass parameter. The colour code,
given in Fig. 2, shows the |λ| value corresponding to the plotted data point. A possible
experimental evidence for a suppression or enhancement of the SM Higgs decay rate to
diphoton would point decisively, within TESSM, to an opposite or same sign of M2 relative
to µD, respectively, besides likely large values of λ, depending on how large the deviation
from the SM prediction is. These two mass parameters contribute to the lightest chargino
mass, on which the Higgs decay rate to diphoton is strongly dependent.
Figure 4: Higgs decay rate to diphoton of the TESSM relative to the SM as a function, respectively,
of sign(µD) ×M2 (left panel) and of the lightest chargino mass mχ±1 (right panel). For opposite
signs of M2 and µD, most of the viable points feature a suppression of the Higgs decay rate to
diphoton as compared to the SM rate. The suppression or enhancement of the decay rate increases
with decreasing mχ±1
.
As Fig. 4 (right panel) shows, a small mass for the lightest chargino produces a sizable
contribution to the decay rate to two photons, as expected, but this contribution can be
either constructive or destructive with the one from the W boson: the latter result seems
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to be in disagreement with results appeared in previous works on the same triplet extension
of MSSM that we study here [22,34,35,42].
It turns out that the constructive interference is a result of the choice to scan only
a specific region of parameter space (positive fermion mass parameters and λ coupling)
for which the mass term of the mostly triplino-like chargino and the coupling to the light
Higgs, unlike the top quark, have opposite signs. As a way of comparison with [22,34,35,42]
we scan the parameter region again for viable points within the region defined below
1 ≤ tβ ≤ 10 , 0 ≤ λ ≤ 1 , 5 GeV ≤ µD, µT ≤ 250 GeV , 50 GeV ≤M1,M2 ≤ 300 GeV ,
At = AT = BT = 0 , 0 ≤ BD ≤ 2 TeV , 500 GeV ≤ mQ,mt˜,mb˜ ≤ 2 TeV (5.12)
which roughly corresponds to (and exceeds) the region scanned in [42], and apply again
the perturbativity constraints (no coupling larger than 2pi at ΛUV) as well as the lower
bound on mh02 , Eq. (5.11). One key difference with previous calculations is that, among
the non-SM particles, we include in the decay rate to diphoton the contributions of all the
third generation SM and non-SM charged particles, without making any assumption on
the coupling coefficients or masses of these particles. The result of the scan of this region
of the TESSM parameter space is shown in Fig. 5. It is clearly consistent with previous
results, as it shows that in this region of the parameter space only an enhancement, which
becomes comparably large with large positive values of λ, is possible.
Figure 5: Higgs decay rate to diphoton in the TESSM relative to the SM as a function of tanβ for
viable data points scanned only in the positive region of the mass parameters and of the couplings,
with a generally small light chargino mass: in this region only an enhancement of the SM decay
rate is observed.
In the next Section we calculate a low energy flavor observable, Br(Bs → Xsγ), which
provides a strong constraint on the absolute size of λ.
6. Br(Bs → Xsγ) in TESSM
Besides the constraints obtained from Higgs decay channels, the low energy observables
also provide stringent limitations on the parameter space of new physics beyond the SM.
In particular, the parameter space of MSSM-like models with minimal or general flavour
mixings in the sfermion sector has been investigated in great detail with the help of B-
physics observables [57]. Recently, it has been pointed out in Ref. [43] that the branching
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ratio of the flavour changing decay Bs → Xsγ plays a very important role in constraining
the viable parameter space of MSSM especially for low tanβ, whereas the flavour bounds
obtained from the branching ratio of Bs → µ+µ− become relevant only for large values
of tanβ (∼> 10). Since we limit our phenomenological study of TESSM to the low tanβ
region, it is sufficient to consider only the Bs → Xsγ decay for the rest of the analysis.
For any model, the branching ratio of Bs → Xsγ can be calculated via the effective
Hamiltonian approach described by the generic structure
Heff = GF√
2
V ∗tsVtb
∑
i
Ci(µr)Qi(µr) , (6.1)
where Vij are the entries of the CKM matrix, Ci the Wilson coefficients, µr the renormal-
ization scale, and Qi the relevant dimension 6 local operators. Here the Wilson coefficients
can be written in the following form
Ci(µr) = C
(0)SM
i (µr) + C
(0)h±i
i (µr) + C
(0)SUSY
i (µr)
+
αs(µr)
4pi
(
C
(1)SM
i (µr) + C
(1)h±i
i (µr) + C
(1)SUSY
i (µr)
)
.
where C
(0)
i stands for the leading order corrections (LO) to the Wilson coefficients while
C
(1)
i represents the next to leading order (NLO) effects. In particular, for C
(0)SUSY
i we only
consider the corrections from 1-loop chargino diagrams, in C
(1)SUSY
i we include the 2-loops
contributions of the three charginos and the gluino [58], while those of the three charged
Higgses are given by C
(1)h±i
i .
Similarly, the leading and next to leading order contributions from the SM at the MW
scale can be obtained from [59]. For the charged Higgs contributions, Ref. [59] can be used
as a starting point where one needs to replace the charged Higgs-quark couplings of the
MSSM with the ones in TESSM: given that the latter possesses three physical charged
Higgses, their contributions are summed over. After the total contribution at the MW
scale is obtained, Ref. [60] can be used as a guideline to calculate the Wilson coefficients
at the desired scale µr. Here we emphasize that even though there is a greater number
of particles that contribute to Bs → Xsγ, it is still possible to get some suppression in
the corresponding branching ratio, compared with the MSSM one, because of the lack of
triplet coupling to the SM fermions. In other words, the physical charged Higgses and
charginos with triplet components give a suppressed contribution, as compared to their
MSSM counterparts, to the rare B decays to Xsγ.
For the numerical analysis we calculate, at the next to leading order (NLO) and within
TESSM, the values of Br(Bs → Xsγ) corresponding to each of the 10957 viable data points,
featuring perturbativity up to ΛUV = 10
4 TeV, defined in Sections 4, 5. In Fig. 6 we plot
Br(Bs → Xsγ) as a function of µD, and we use the colour code defined in Fig. 2 to represent
different values of λ. For small |µD|, the contribution coming from the chargino with a
mass mostly proportional to µD is non-negligible and, depending on the sign of At, this
contribution increases or diminishes the total contribution to the Bs → Xsγ branching
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Figure 6: Values of Br(Bs → Xsγ) associated to each viable data point as a function of µD, where
the NLO SUSY effects are taken into account. The yellow band shows the viable region at the 2σ
CL around the experimental value of Br(Bs → Xsγ).
ratio. We observe that for values of |µD| >∼ 1 TeV a majority of data points fall within
±2σ of the experimental value, with Br(Bs → Xsγ)exp = 3.55 ± 0.24 ± 0.09 × 10−4, and
with |λ| being generally small. It is relevant to point out that at LO Br(Bs → Xsγ) is
symmetric with respect to the sign of µD, while at NLO there is a clear preference for the
positive sign of µD.
In order to understand this low λ preference we investigate the effect of the mass
as well as the structure of the lightest charged Higgs on the Br(Bs → Xsγ). A large
majority (93%) of the viable data points with small lambda (|λ| ≤ 0.6) features a larger
triplet than doublet component of the lightest chargino mass eigenstate. This in turn
produces a suppression of the Bs → Xsγ branching ratio, given that the triplet field gives
no contribution at NLO to the Bs → Xsγ decay because it lacks direct couplings to quarks.
For large λ values, the Bs → Xsγ branching ratio falls within 2σ of the experimental value
only for mh±1
>∼ 700 GeV, since the negative contribution of h±1 to the branching ratio
becomes smaller in absolute value as mh±1
increases.
Next we illustrate the tanβ dependence of Br(Bs → Xsγ), plotted in Fig. 7. For
values of tanβ close to 10, corresponding to small values of λ, about half of the data points
feature a Br(Bs → Xsγ) prediction within ±2σ of the experimental value, while the other
half generates a suppressed branching ratio. For low tanβ values, corresponding to large λ,
the Br(Bs → Xsγ) values associated to the viable data points sit mostly below the lower
2σ bound, and for no point the prediction actually matches the experimental value. It
seems that the very large λ values favored by FT, as discussed in Section 4, are severely
constrained by the Bs → Xsγ branching ratio. This clear preference of the experiment for
smaller values of |λ| is unwelcome, given that, as shown in Section 4, values of |λ| close to
1 can greatly reduce the amount of FT. On the other hand there are other observables, like
the Higgs decay rate to diphoton, which prefer large values of |λ|, and can therefore tip
the balance in favor of low FT. In the next Section we perform a goodness of fit analysis
on the Higgs physics observables detailed in Section 5 as well as Br(Bs → Xsγ).
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Figure 7: The values of Br(Bs → Xsγ) for the allowed data points as a function of tanβ. The
yellow band represents the viable region at 2σ CL around the experimental value of Br(Bs → Xsγ).
7. Goodness of Fit to LHC Data
To determine the experimentally favored values of the free parameters aW , aZ , au, ad, aS , aΣ,
we minimize the quantity
χ2 =
∑
i
(Oexpi −Othi
σexpi
)2
, (7.1)
where σexpi represent the experimental uncertainty, while the observables Oexpi correspond
to the signal strengths, defined by Eq. (5.2), for Higgs decays to ZZ, W+W−, τ+τ−, bb¯, as
well as all the topologies of decays to γγ, respectively measured by ATLAS [4, 6, 8, 12, 61]
and CMS [11, 62–64], and by Tevatron for decays to W+W− and bb¯ [65]. Because of the
smallness of the triplet vev, vT , and the relatively large mass of the lightest neutral Higgs,
the values of aZ and aW for the viable data points are very close to one (∼ 0.997). We
therefore set aW = aZ = 1 in the χ
2 function defined in (7.1). Moreover, given that au and
ad are correlated through tanβ, in the minimization of χ
2 with free coupling coefficients
we also set au = ad = af . The free coupling coefficients af , aS , and aΣ produce a minimum
of χ2 defined by
χ2min/d.o.f. = 0.98 , d.o.f. = 55 , p
(
χ2 > χ2min
)
= 51% ,
aˆf = 1.03 , aˆS = −2.30 , aˆΣ = −0.04 . (7.2)
As a way of comparison, we determine the corresponding results for the SM, which has no
free parameters:
χ2min/d.o.f. = 0.96 , d.o.f. = 58 , p
(
χ2 > χ2min
)
= 56% . (7.3)
One can define an approximate expression of χ2 around its minimum by assuming that the
deviations of the free coupling coefficients from their optimal values (denoted by a hat in
Eq. (7.2) and below) are small as compared with their respective uncertainties [66]:
∆χ2 = χ2 − χ2min = δTρ−1δ , δT =
(
af − aˆf
σf
,
aS − aˆS
σS
,
aΣ − aˆΣ
σΣ
)
, (7.4)
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with
σf = 0.165 , σS = 2.79 , σΣ = 0.431 , ρ =
 1 −0.6 −0.685−0.6 1 0.785
−0.685 0.785 1
 , (7.5)
where the uncertainties are explicitly defined to correspond to ∆χ2 = 1.
In calculating χ2 for the TESSM viable data points we include also the Br(Bs → Xsγ)
observable. Assuming a total of four free parameters (af , aS , aΣ, plus one more to fit
Br(Bs → Xsγ)), the viable data point featuring minimum χ2 has
χ2min/d.o.f. = 1.01 , d.o.f. = 55 , p
(
χ2 > χ2min
)
= 46% . (7.6)
This result should be compared with the SM one for the same set of observables:
χ2min/d.o.f. = 0.99 , d.o.f. = 59 , p
(
χ2 > χ2min
)
= 50% . (7.7)
We notice that the goodness of fit of TESSM is comparable, although smaller, to that of
the SM. It is important, however, to realize that the quoted p values are only indicative
of the viability of TESSM and SM relative to one another, given that the chosen set of
observables, besides Br(Bs → Xsγ), tests only the linear Higgs sector of the Lagrangian.
In Figs. 8 we plot the 68%, 95%, 99% CL viable regions (respectively in green, blue, and
yellow) on the planes aS − af and aΣ − af , each intersecting the optimal point (blue
star) defined in Eq. (7.2). On the same respective planes we plot also the coupling coef-
ficients values corresponding to each viable data point, determined numerically from the
Lagrangian without any approximation, for which we plot together the values of au (gray
dots) and ad (black dots) along the af dimension. While aΣ and even more au seem to
be underconstrained by the current data, about half of the scanned data points stretch
outside the 68% CL region along the aS direction, and a few ad values lie outside the 99%
CL region.
In Figs. 9 we plot the 68%, 95%, 99% CL viable regions (respectively in green, blue,
and yellow) on the plane aS − aΣ intersecting the optimal point (blue star) defined in
Eq. (7.2), together with the corresponding coupling coefficients values for each viable data
point (black). No viable data point matches the optimal values, as the bulk of data points
deviates from it about 1σ along the aS axis. While aS seems to be still underconstrained,
we can expect the viable regions to shrink considerably with the next run of the LHC at
14 TeV, in which case the constraint on aS might become relevant if the optimal values do
not change considerably.
Finally, in Fig. 10 we plot the FT for each data point, with the colour code of the
absolute value of λ defined in Fig. 2, as a function of its χ2 value, which includes the
contribution of Br(Bs → Xsγ) defined in Eq. (7.1). As we can see from Fig. 7, small |λ|
values more likely satisfy the Br(Bs → Xsγ) experimental bound. It is important to notice
that large absolute values of λ are not able to improve the fit to current Higgs physics data
enough to compensate for the bad fit to Br(Bs → Xsγ). The situation, though, has already
changed considerably with the latest CMS data [11], which has increased the significance of
the enhancement of the Higgs decay to diphoton, favouring large |λ| values. In a scenario
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Figure 8: Viable regions at the 68%, 95%, 99% CL in the coupling coefficients aS , af (left panel)
and aΣ, af (right panel) planes passing through the optimal point (blue star), together with the
values of au (grey) and ad (black) associated with each viable point.
Figure 9: Viable regions at the 68%, 95%, 99% CL in the coupling coefficients aS , aΣ plane passing
through the optimal point (blue star), together with the corresponding value (black) associated with
each viable point.
in which both ATLAS and CMS confirm this enhancement with smaller uncertainty in the
next LHC run, the TESSM would achieve a goodness of fit comparable to that of MSSM,
with possibly a considerably smaller amount of FT.
8. Conclusions
In this article we studied the phenomenology of the Triplet Extended Minimal Supersym-
metric Standard Model, or TESSM, by first working out the neutral scalar masses at one
loop using the Coleman-Weinberg potential and evaluating numerically the derivatives with
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Figure 10: FT as a function of χ2 with colour code associated with the absolute value of λ. Mostly
because of the deviation of the TESSM prediction on Br(Bs → Xsγ) with the measured value the
goodness of the fit worsens for points featuring large values of λ, which are also those that generally
can achieve the smallest FT values.
respect to the neutral scalar fields. We performed a scan of the parameter space and found
around 13000 points that satisfy direct search constraints besides producing the observed
SM mass spectrum. Among these data points, we have shown that for large absolute values
of the triplet coupling λ it is possible to reach a smaller value of Fine-Tuning (FT) than for
MSSM. Moreover, for large values of |λ| it is possible to access regions of small tanβ or/and
small cubic stop coupling At, which are not accessible within MSSM with stop masses at
the TeV scale.
To check that the couplings remain perturbative at the given UV scale, which we chose
to be equal to 104 TeV, the highest scale tested through flavour observables, we calculated
the full two-loop beta functions and required all the dimensionless couplings to be smaller
than 2pi: some of the points which would be non-perturbative at one loop order indeed
feature perturbativity at two loop order.
To determine the phenomenological viability of TESSM we performed a goodness of
fit analysis by comparing the TESSM predictions with 59 observables, comprising the
Bs → Xsγ branching ratio, which we calculated at the next to leading order, as well as
the light Higgs decays to WW , ZZ, ττ , bb¯, and all the topologies of γγ, with experimental
data from ATLAS, CMS, and Tevatron. A new result we obtained is the possibility of a
suppression of the Higgs decay to diphoton, generated mostly for values of M2, the wino
soft mass, with sign opposite to that of µD, the superpotential mass of the two Higgs
doublets.
For large absolute values of λ TESSM generates a large suppression or enhancement
of the loop induced Higgs decay rate to diphoton. We find though that for large |λ|,
or equivalently small tanβ, the values of Br(Bs → Xsγ) are always suppressed, with a
deviation from the experimental value beyond 2σ for about half of the viable data points.
The Br(Bs → Xsγ) values for small |λ| instead feature both suppression and enhancement
as compared with the measured value, with about half of the viable data points deviating
less than 2σ from the experimental value. As a consequence, the goodness of fit of the 59
observables generally improves for smaller values of |λ|, for which the role of the triplet
fields becomes less relevant in increasing the light Higgs mass and enhancing or suppressing
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the light Higgs decay to diphoton. The situation, though, has already changed considerably
with the latest CMS data [11], which has increased the significance of the enhancement of
the Higgs decay to diphoton, favouring large |λ| values. It is expected that the coming run
of LHC will help the experiments to improve the accuracy of the Higgs branching ratios
measurements. If the excess in the diphoton channel remains the same, the goodness of fit
for TESSM would become comparable to that for MSSM, with FT in TESSM likely much
smaller than in MSSM.
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A. Appendix: Mass Matrices in TESSM
Here we list the field dependent mass matrices of TESSM where we keep only the real
components of the neutral scalar fields. The reason behind this is that we consider only
the 1-loop corrections to the CP even mass matrix calculated via the effective formula in
Eq. (3.7).
First, we present the mass matrices of the scalar sector of TESSM Lagrangian. When
the CP symmetry is intact, the neutral Higgs mass matrices can be defined separately for
CP odd and even Higgses. The field dependent squared mass matrix for CP even Higgses
in the basis 1√
2
(au, ad, aT ) is
M2h0 =
 (M2h0)2×2 M213M223
M213 M
2
23 M
2
33
(A.1)
where
(M2h00)2×2 =(
m2Hu +
1
4λ
2a2d − 18G2(a2d − 3a2u) +
(
µD − 12λaT
)
2 −BDµD + λaT2 (AT + 2µT )− 14(G2 − 2λ2)adau
−BDµD + λaT2 (AT + 2µT )− 14(G2 − 2λ2)adau m2Hd + 14λ2a2u + 18G2(3a2d − a2u) +
(
µD − 12λaT
)
2
)
,
with G2 = (g2Y + g
2
L) and
M213 =
1
2
λ (au (λaT − 2µD) + ad (AT + 2µT )) ,
M223 =
1
2
λ (ad (λaT − 2µD) + au (AT + 2µT )) ,
M233 = m
2
T +
1
4
λ2
(
a2d + a
2
u
)
+ 2µT (BT + 2µT ) .
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Similarly the mass squared matrix for CP odd Higgses can be written in the basis 1√
2
(bu, bd, bT )
as
M2A =
 (M2A)2×2 M ′213M ′223
M ′213 M ′223 M ′233
, (A.2)
where
(M2A)2×2 =(
m2Hu +
1
4λ
2a2d − 18G2(a2d − a2u) +
(
µD − 12λaT
)
2 BDµD − 12λaT (AT + 2µT )
BDµD − 12λaT (AT + 2µT ) m2Hd + 14λ2a2u + 18G2
(
a2d − a2u
)
+
(
µD − 12λaT
)
2
)
and
M ′213 = −
1
2
λad (AT − 2µT ) ,
M ′223 = −
1
2
λau (AT − 2µT ) ,
M ′233 = m
2
T +
1
4
λ2
(
a2d + a
2
u
)− 2BTµT + 4µ2T .
The charged Higgs mass square matrix of TESSM in the basis (H+u , H
−∗
d , T
+
2 , T
−∗
1 ) can be
written using 2× 2 submatrices as
M2h± =
(
(M211)2×2 (M212)2×2
(M212)T2×2 (M222)2×2
)
(A.3)
where
(M211)2×2 =m2Hu + g2La2u4 − (g2Y −g2L)8 (a2d − a2u)+ a2dλ22 + (λaT2 + µD)2 auad4 (g2L + λ2)+ λaT2 (AT + 2µT ) +BDµD
auad
4
(
g2L + λ
2
)
+ 12λaT (AT + 2µT ) +BDµD m
2
Hd
+
g2La
2
d
4 +
(g2Y −g2L)
8
(
a2d − a2u
)
+ a
2
uλ
2
2 +
(
aTλ
2 + µD
)2
 ,
(M212)2×2 =(
1
2
√
2
(
λ2 − g2L
)
aTau +
λ√
2
(auµD − 2adµT ) −ATλad√2 +
au
2
√
2
((−λ2 + g2L)aT + 2λµD)
ATλau√
2
+ ad
2
√
2
((
λ2 − g2L
)
aT − 2λµD
) √
2λµTau +
1
2
√
2
ad
((−λ2 + g2L) aT − 2λµD)
)
,
(M222)2×2 =(
m2T +
1
2λ
2a2u +
1
4g
2
L
(
a2d + 2a
2
T − a2u
)
+ 4µ2T −12g2La2T + 2BTµT
−12g2La2T + 2BTµT m2T + 12λ2a2d − 14g2L
(
a2d − a2u − 2a2T
)
+ 4µ2T
)
.
The second sector that we consider is the sfermion sector. The sfermion mass matri-
ces of TESSM are slightly different from the MSSM ones because of an additional term
– 21 –
appearing in the off-diagonal terms. The mass matrices of stops and sbottoms written in
the corresponding bases,
(
t˜L, t˜R
)
and
(
b˜L, b˜R
)
, are respectively,
Mt˜ =
m2Q˜3L + 12y2t a2u − 124 (g2Y − 3g2L) (a2d − a2u) yt(2Atau+ad(λaT−2µD))2√2
yt(2Atau+ad(λaT−2µD))
2
√
2
m2
t˜R
+ 12y
2
t a
2
u +
g2Y
6
(
a2d − a2u
)
 ,(A.4)
Mb˜ =
m2Q˜3L + 12y2ba2d − 124 (g2Y + 3g2L) (a2d − a2u) yb(2Abad+au(λaT−2µD))2√2
yb(2Abad+au(λaT−2µD))
2
√
2
m2
b˜R
+ 12y
2
ba
2
d − g
2
Y
12
(
a2d − a2u
)
 .(A.5)
Other contributions to the neutral Higgs mass at one loop come from neutralinos and
charginos. Below we provide the field dependent mass matrix of neutralinos in the basis
(B˜0, W˜ 0, H˜0d , H˜
0
u, T˜
0) as
Mχ0 =

M1 0 −12gY ad 12gY au 0
0 M2
1
2gLad −12gLau 0
−12gY ad 12gLad 0 −µD + 12λaT 12λau
1
2gY au −12gLau −µD + 12λaT 0 12λad
0 0 12λau
1
2λad 2µT
 . (A.6)
For the chargino sector, the mass matrix appears in the Lagrangian with the three column
vectors ψ+ =(W˜+,H˜+u ,T˜
+
2 ) and ψ
− =(W˜−,H˜−d ,T˜
−
1 ) as
L ⊃ −(ψ−)TMχψ+ + h.c , (A.7)
where
Mχ± =
 M2
1√
2
gLau −gLaT
1√
2
gLad
1
2λaT + µD
1√
2
λau
gLaT
−1√
2
λad 2µT
 . (A.8)
B. Beta Functions at 2 Loops
We assume the first two families to have negligible Yukawa couplings. The only dimension-
less couplings are therefore the Yukawa couplings yt, yb, yτ , λ, as well as the gauge couplings
g3, g2 = gL, g1 =
√
5/3 gY , for which the beta functions at two loops [67] are defined by
dzx
dt
=
β
(1)
x
16pi2
+
β
(2)
x
(16pi2)2
, zx = g1, g2, g3, yt, yb, yτ , λT , t = log
E
E0
, (B.1)
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with λT = λ. We find, in the renormalization scheme using dimensional reduction (see [68]
and references therein) with modified minimal subtraction (DR):
β
(1)
1 =
33g31
5
,
β
(2)
1 = −
9
5
λ2g31 +
199g51
25
+
27
5
g31g
2
2 +
88
5
g31g
2
3 −
14
5
g31y
2
b −
26
5
g31y
2
t −
18
5
g31y
2
τ ,
β
(1)
2 = 3g
3
2 ,
β
(2)
2 = −7λ2g32 +
9
5
g21g
3
2 + 49g
5
2 + 24g
3
2g
2
3 − 6g32y2b − 6g32y2t − 2g32y2τ ,
β
(1)
3 = −3g33 ,
β
(2)
3 =
11
5
g21g
3
3 + 9g
2
2g
3
3 + 14g
5
3 − 4g33y2b − 4g33y2t ,
β
(1)
t = yt
(
3λ2
2
− 13g
2
1
15
− 3g22 −
16g23
3
+ y2b + 6y
2
t
)
,
β
(2)
t = yt
(
−15λ
4
4
+
2743g41
450
+ 6λ2g22 + g
2
1g
2
2 +
27g42
2
+
136
45
g21g
2
3 + 8g
2
2g
2
3 −
16g43
9
− 6λ2y2b
+ g21y
2
b − 5y4b −
9
2
λ2y2t +
6
5
g21y
2
t + 6g
2
2y
2
t + 16g
2
3y
2
t − 5y2by2t − 22y4t −
3
2
λ2y2τ − y2by2τ
)
,
β
(1)
b = yb
(
3λ2
2
− 7g
2
1
15
− 3g22 −
16g23
3
+ 6y2b + y
2
t + y
2
τ
)
,
β
(2)
b = yb
(
−15λ
4
4
+
287g41
90
+ 6λ2g22 + g
2
1g
2
2 +
27g42
2
+
8
9
g21g
2
3 + 8g
2
2g
2
3 −
16g43
9
− 9
2
λ2y2b
+ g21y
2
b + 6g
2
2y
2
b + 16g
2
3y
2
b − 22y4b − 6λ2y2t +
4
5
g21y
2
t − 5y2by2t − 5y4t +
6
5
g21y
2
τ − 3y2by2τ − 3y4τ
)
,
β(1)τ = yτ
(
3λ2
2
− 9g
2
1
5
− 3g22 + 3y2b + 4y2τ
)
,
β(2)τ = yτ
(
−15λ
4
4
+
27g41
2
+ 6λ2g22 +
9
5
g21g
2
2 +
27g42
2
− 2
5
g21y
2
b + 16g
2
3y
2
b − 9y4b −
9
2
λ2y2t
− 3y2by2t − λ2y2τ +
6
5
g21y
2
τ + 6g
2
2y
2
τ − 9y2by2τ − 10y4τ
)
,
β
(1)
T = λ
(
4λ2 − 3g
2
1
5
− 7g22 + 3y2b + 3y2t + y2τ
)
,
β
(2)
T = λ
(
−21λ
4
2
+
3
5
λ2g21 +
207g41
50
+ 11λ2g22 +
9
5
g21g
2
2 +
83g42
2
− 15
2
λ2y2b −
2
5
g21y
2
b + 16g
2
3y
2
b
− 9y4b − λ2y2t +
4
5
g21y
2
t + 16g
2
3y
2
t − 6y2by2t − 9y4t −
5
2
λ2y2τ +
6
5
g21y
2
τ − 3y4τ
)
. (B.2)
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